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www.blakesleeinc.com

There is a Blakeslee Machine Perfect for 
All of Your Dishwashing & Food Preparation Needs



Prior to 1880, hand dish and pot washing was the only option for the roadhouses, hotels and restaurants of the day. In 1880, George 
S. Blakeslee began work on the first mechanical dish washing machine and became the founding father of the industry. It took 
George almost 15 years to perfect his first commercial machine, but with the sixth model he went into production and began selling 
dishwashers to larger restaurant operators. Each machine was hand built by skilled craftsmen.

The next major advancement came in the early 20th Century when George developed the first rackless, continuous conveyor type dish 
machine, which came to be called a Flight-Type Dishwasher. These machines allowed for continuous loading and washing of dishware, 
glassware, flatware, pots and pans, increasing cleaning capacity over all batch-loading machines.

In the early 1900s, long distance shipping of heavy equipment was difdifficult and time consuming, so in 1912 George opened a 
Blakeslee Company plant to serve the Canada Market. George Blakeslee was one of the first U.S. Manufacturers to recognize the 
importance of the Canadian Market and the need to serve that market from a Canadian manufacturing facility. 

Four generations of the Blakeslee Family remained dedicated to the growth of their Chicago-based dishwasher manufacturing business, 
with knowledge and experience that was passed down from generation to generation. During this era, Blakeslee became known in the 
rapidly expanding foodservice industry as THE EXPERTS in Dishwashing Machine design and manufacturing.

In the 1950s and 1960s the Blakeslee product line was expanded to include other motorized kitchen equipment, including: planetary 
mixers, vegetable peelers and food slicers. The same attention to detail, product testing and 
innovative manufacturing methods went into the development of this 
labor saving food preparation equipment.

Blakeslee also expanded manufacturing, engineering and support staff by 
hiring only the best talent. The combination of old school knowledge, real world experience, plus fresh ideas and critical thinking has 
kept Blakeslee in the forefront of dishwashing and prep equipment design and manufacturing.

In 1965, Blakeslee Management decided to update their dish machine product line. The result of this bold effort was:

The first and only underslung conveyor [patented] on a Flight-Type Machine;
The only modular tank system for both Rack and Flight-Type machines; and The only low pro
The only low profile Rack and Flight-Type machines available.

A HISTORY OF INNOVATION & MANUFACTURING MILESTONES

COMMERCIAL DISHWASHING & KITCHEN EQUIPMENT SINCE 1880
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FLIGHT-TYPE DISHWASHER8



D-8 Electric Heat or Gas Heat
D-8LT Electric Heat Low Temp
D-8B Electric Heat with Booster
DD-8 Electric Heat or Gas Heat
DD-8B Electric Heat or Gas Heat

FUNCTIONALITY and RELIABILITY The hood-type dishwasher is designed with state of the art electronics developed from our experience and our customers’ insights to fufulfill customer’s criteria. 
The aim is to reduce consumptions in terms of energy, water and chemical products, therefore granting the final user a global savings, but also less pollution and waste of natural resources.
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STANDARD FEATURES
• Auto Fill
• Automatic Liquid Level Control

D-8  – Single Door Model  •  D-8T – Tall Single Door Model  •  DD-8  – Two Rack Model

FEATURES AT NO EXTRA COST OPTIONAL
• Door Cycle Switch or Manual Push-to-Start

Model Number Type Width Front to Back Height* Racks per Hour

D-8
D-8LT

Single, Door-Type 26-3/16’’ (665 mm) 26-3/16’’ (665 mm) 58’’ (1470 mm)
68’’ (1727 mm)

55

D-8B Two Tank Door-Type 52-1/4’’ (1327 mm) 26-3/16’’ (665 mm)
58’’ 

(1470 mm)
110

DD-8 Two Tank Door-Type 52-1/4’’ (1327 mm) 26-3/16’’ (665 mm)
58’’ 

(1470 mm)
110

DD-8B Two Tank Door-Type 52-1/4’’ (1327 mm) 26-3/16’’ (665 mm)
58’’ 

(1470 mm)
110

D-18-1 
D-18-3

Single, Door-Type 52-1/4’’ (1327 mm) 26-3/16’’ (665 mm)
57’’ 

(1470 mm)
20

D-18D-1  
D-18D-3

Single, Door-Type 28-3/8’’ (720 mm) 29’’ (735 mm)
56-7/8’’ 

(1445 mm)
30

D-18V-1 Single, Door-Type 28-3/8’’ (720 mm) 29’’ (735 mm)
82-1/2’’ 

(2096 mm)
30

D-18V-3 Single, Door-Type 28-3/8’’ (720 mm) 29’’ (735 mm)
82-1/2’’ 

(2096 mm)
30
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        One Piece Four-Sided Lift-Up Door With Top… 
      Allows straight through or corner use and vents 
      steam to rear of unit when opened!

█   Wrap-Around Handle & Two Heavy Springs… 
      Makes opening and closing easy!

█   Separate Top & Bottom Wash & Rinse Spray Systems…     
      Designed for effective cleaning and sanitation of   
      dishware! 

█   Flush-Mounted Control Panel… 
      Front-mounted controls provide easy 
      access and maintain compact unit footprint.

█   All Stainless Steel High Pressure Pump… 
      Provides years of trouble-free service!

█   Welded Stainless Steel Main Frame…
      Resists corrosion in damp dishrooms and 
      provides years of trouble-free service!

█  Optional Built In Water Booster Heater…

Blakeslee invented the first commercial dishwashers, so it is no surprise that we lead the 
industry with popular door-type dish machines that are more durable, energy and water 
efficient, easier to use and just more productive by design!  

BLAKESLEE DURABILITY
Blakeslee dishwashers are designed and manufactured to the highest performance and 
reliability standards, with the best materials available, by skilled craftsmen proud of our 
heritage of innovation and quality! Compare these standard construction features:

•  Two heavy-duty springs counter balance the door on D-8 models. 
    Four are used on the DD-8 model.
•  Our own stainless steel high pressure and volume wash pump
•  An all stainless steel tank and hood
•  Our stainless steel welded frame and oversize legs provide tank stability 
    and extra strength.
•  Two heavy-duty lift-out scrap screens are mounted over the tank.
•  We keep it simple with an easy-to-remove manual drain valve.

BLAKESLEE EFFICIENCY 
Blakeslee door-type dishwashers are designed to be energy and water efficient.

•  The DD-8 model can be ordered with a single tank switch for cleaning a single rack.
•  When steam is available, steam injection or steam coil heated tanks can be specified to    
    reduce water-heating costs.
•  The D-8 can also be used as a chemical sanitizing, low temperature machine.

BLAKESLEE PERFORMANCE 
Dishmachines must clean and sanitize all dishes and glassware, while handling peak load 
requirements. Blakeslee door-type dishwashers outperform competitive models, with:

•  Separate, precision-engineered wash and rinse spray arms ensure thorough cleaning   
    and sanitation.
•  Auto-Fill, automatic liquid level control and door cycle switch or manual 
    push-button start now standard.
•  Spring assisted door makes loading and unloading fast and easy.

                                           BLAKESLEE EASE OF USE... 
Safety and better working conditions are key to employee efficiency and reducing staff 
turnover. Blakeslee Door-Type Dishwashers are easier to load, unload, clean and maintain.

•  Dual-spring counterbalanced lift-up door is easy to open and close.
•  Four-sided lift-up door vents steam to the rear of unit, away from operator.
•  Lower wash and rinse spray arms and upper wash arms are easy to remove for cleaning.
•  A safety cut-off switch stops the wash or rinse cycle when door is opened.
•  Integrated temperature gauge and control panel are flush-mounted just below the door front.

BLAKESLEE DESIGN FLEXIBILITY...
Blakeslee Door-Type Dish Machines are 
compact and designed to fit the space 
and layout constraints of any dishroom. 

•  Four-sided lift-up door and changeable 
    rack guide allows straight through 
    or corner operation.
•  D-8 Models can be specified for heat 
    sanitizing or chemical/low-temp operation.
•  Choice of electric, gas Tank Heating.
•  Two tank DD-8 models provide twice the rack capacity, for less than 
    the cost of rack-type machines. 

AVAILABLE OPIONS INCLUDE:
•  Built in electric or steam heated Water Booster Heater (D-8) or free standing 
    Booster Heater [DD-8 Model] 
•  Single point plumbing connections [DD-8 Model]
•  Tank switch to operate tanks independently [DD-8 Model]



█  DD-8 Lift-Up Door With Top…
     Counterbalanced with four heavy-duty springs... 

█  Two Independent Tanks, Pumps & Wash Systems…
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Two heavy springs on the back of the unit  
counterbalance the easy-lift four-sided door.

Simple controls are water resistant and flush 
mounted on unit front.

Separate Wash and Rinse Arms are designed for optimum 
cleaning and sanitation.

All stainless steel welded frame 
construction for  durability, with oversize stainless legs.www.blakesleeinc.com 



Model Number Model Description: KW Power

UC-18-1
UC-18-3

Large Opening 
Undercounter Dishwasher High Temp 7.3-kW

UC-18D-1
UC-18D-3

Large Opening
Undercounter Dishwasher

7.3-kW

UC-18D-3
Large Opening

Undercounter Dishwasher
7.3-kW

UC-18V-3
Large Opening

Undercounter Dishwasher
7.3-kW

UC-20
Large Opening

Undercounter Dishwasher
7.3-kW

UC-20B-70
Large Opening

Undercounter Dishwasher
7.3-kW

UC-20C
Large Opening 

Undercounter Dishwasher
Chemical Unit

1.5-kW

UC-20-CH-50
Large Opening

Undercounter Dishwasher
7.3-kW

UC-800
Large Opening 

Undercounter Dishwasher
High Temp with 70 Degree Rise Booster

7.7-kW

UC-900
Large Opening 

Undercounter Dishwasher
High Temp with 70 Degree Rise Booster

7.7-kW

UC-1000
UC2000

Large Opening 
Undercounter Dishwasher

High Temp with 70 Degree Rise Booster
7.7-kW

WS1000 The passthrough double-door design allows the unit to
be loaded and unloaded from both sides for maximum flexibility 7.7-kW

BLAKESLEE’S UNDERCOUNTER WAREWASHING MACHINE SIGNIFICANTLY 
REDUCES CYCLE TIME, ENERGY AND WATER CONSUMPTION.
• The UC20 incorporates all of Blakeslee’s technological advances making for a faster    
   and more efficient warewashing process.  
• The digital control panel has 3 languages to choose from, easy-to-set programs, 
   and LED lights for function visibility across the room.
• From a product engineering standpoint, Blakeslee’s UC20 has one of the highest 
   performance levels in the industry.
• The UC20 was engineered with the goal of largest wash capacity, best-in-class wash    
   performance, flexible cycle options, easy-to-use controls and lower energy consumption. 
   IT features seven different cycles that use only 0.68 gallons of water per cycle to distinguish    
   the UC20 as a machine for low water consumption and energy savings.

KEY ADVANTAGES OF THE OF BLAKESLEE UC20 ARE HIGHLIGHTED BELOW:

CYCLE FLEXIBILITY
The Blakeslee UC20 lets operators choose from seven different cycles: 
economy, economy plus, glassware, flatware, dishware, pot & pan, and 
programmable. The programmable mode provides an operator with the 
flexibility to program one of three options for custom wash and rinse mode 
and one of three options for wash and rinse temperature.  

ENERGY SAVINGS AND LOWER WATER CONSUMPTION
The Blakeslee UC20 machine uses only 0.68 gallons per cycle with a cycle 
time of 80 seconds. The current best-in-class is 0.68 gallons per cycle. In 
addition, Blakeslee’s UC20 dishwasher comes with an energy savings feature. 
If the machine is not operated for 30 minutes, the dishwasher automatically 
transitions into an idle mode, dropping the heat by 20˚F.

DIGITAL DISPLAY AND NOTICE FOR CLEANING 
Blakeslee’s intuitive digital display guides the operator through simplified 
operational instructions. For example, simply scroll through and select a 
cycle by pressing the up and down arrows. When selections like preferred 
temperatures are reached or a final rinse is in process, specific colored 
lights are illuminated. There are no complex or confusing error codes; clean 
strainer prompt on the digital control display panel means it is time to clean 
the strainer. 

IMPROVED WASH AND RINSE ARMS
Blakeslee’s UC20 comes with interchangeable upper  
and lower rinse arms and all stainless steel rinse nozzles.  
The rinse arms are easy to remove for cleaning.   
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BLAKESLEE’S UNDERCOUNTER WAREWASHING MACHINE SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCES CYCLE TIME, ENERGY & WATER CONSUMPTION.
• The UC20 incorporates all of Blakeslee’s technological advances making for a faster and more efficient warewashing process.  
• The digital control panel has 3 languages to choose from, easy-to-set programs, and LED lights for function visibility across the room.
• From a product engineering standpoint, Blakeslee’s UC20 has one of the highest performance levels in the industry.
 



BLAKESLEE DESIGN FLEXIBILITY…
A Blakeslee Rack-Type Dishwashing System can be designed to fit the 
space, layout and structural constraints of any dishroom. They can be 
sized to meet your peak demand for clean ware, with: 

•  One, two or three tank models, plus Pre-wash combinations
•  Multiple modular tank sizes [lengths] to match dishroom space, 
    dish capacity and budget requirements [See Model/Sizing Guide,]
•  Choice of electric, gas or steam [coil or injection] Tank Heating;

Available OPTIONS include:
•  An electric machine-mounted or steam heated Water Booster Heater.
•  Single point utility connections to speed and simplify installation.
•  Power side loaders and unloaders.

Standard Blakeslee unit design provides flexibility 
with:
•  Modular tank design to fit any space, any need and any budget.
•  34” work height allows end or side mounting of 34” high dish tables  
    on Load and Unload side.

█   All Stainless Steel Main Frame…
    Resists corrosion in damp dishrooms    
      and provides years of trouble-free service!

█   Lower 57.5” Overall Unit Height…
      For easy unit cleaning, plus an   
      unobstructed view in the dishroom!

Model 
Number

Number & Type of Tank Modules
Total Tank 
Length*

Wash Tank 
Capacity

Racks per Hour

R-L-40 Single [Wash] 40” 23.6 gallons 198

R-M-50 Single [Wash] 50” 28.5 gallons 198

R-PL-64 Single [Wash], w/Pre-Wash 64” 23.6 gallons 198

R-PM-74 Single [Wash], w/Pre-Wash 74” 28.5 gallons 198

RC44 Single [Wash] 68” 21 gallons 212

RC-62 Single [Wash] 68” 21 gallons 212

RC-62BD Single [Wash] 68” 21 gallons 212

RC-62HDR Single [Wash] 68” 21 gallons 212

RC-64 Single [Wash] 74” 22.5 gallons 340

RC-64BD Single [Wash] 74” 22.5 gallons 340

RC-64HDR Single [Wash] 74” 22.5 gallons 340

RC-86 Single [Wash] 74” 22.5 gallons 340

RC-86BD Single [Wash] 74” 22.5 gallons 340

RC-86HDR                 Single [Wash] 74” 22.5 gallons 340

R-CC-64 Two Tanks: Wash & Rinse 64” 19.2 gallons 255

R-EE-72 Two Tanks: Wash & Rinse 72” 21.6 gallons 255

R-LE-76 Two Tanks: Wash & Rinse 76” 23.6 gallons 255

R-LL-80 Two Tanks: Wash & Rinse 80” 23.6 gallons 255

R-ML-90 Two Tanks: Wash & Rinse 90” 28.5 gallons 255

R-MM-100 Two Tanks: Wash & Rinse 100” 28.5 gallons 255

R-PCC-88 Two [Wash & Rinse], w/Pre-Wash 88” 19.2 gallons 255

R-PEE-96 Two [Wash & Rinse], w/Pre-Wash 96” 21.6 gallons 255

R-PLL-104 Two [Wash & Rinse], w/Pre-Wash 104” 23.6 gallons 255

R-PMM-124 Two [Wash & Rinse], w/Pre-Wash 124” 28.5 gallons 255

R-EEE-108 Three Tanks: Pre-Wash, Wash & Rinse 108” 21.6 gallons 255

R-LLL-120 Three Tanks: Pre-Wash, Wash & Rinse 120” 23.6 gallons 255

R-MMM-150 Three Tanks: Pre-Wash, Wash & Rinse 150” 28.5 gallons 255

Blakeslee Rack-Type Model & Sizing Guide:     
2” and 4” Tank Extensions are available to fit or match an existing unit or specification.

*Without soiled or clean side dish tables. 

Blakeslee Design Assistance, Project Support… AND Post-Sale Service!
Blakeslee’s team of in-house customer care specialists, project design engineers and manufacturer’s 
representatives can assist you with sys tem sizing and model selection. Trained Blakeslee service 
technicians, backed by factory technical support teams, are available to help install and repair all 
Blakeslee dish machines. Blakeslee is: Small enough to respond…BIG enough to perform!

█   Large 30” Wide 
      Lift-up/Off Tank Doors 
      Provides easy access     
      for tank and component  
      cleaning.

█  Patented I.R.S. Distribution System…
    All recirculated water systems are “pumpless” 
      and integrated into the tank module.
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█   Optional Machine Mounted Electric  
      Water Booster Heater    

www.blakesleeinc.com 

█   Stainless Steel Dual-Pawl Drive… 
    Designed to eliminate jams 
      and protect the conveyor drive!

█   Final Rinse Economizer…
       Only activates Final Rinse Spray 
       when racks are present! 

█   CONSTRUCTION & FINISH
    Stainless steel AISI 304 structure
      AISI 316 tank and booster, fully insulated              
      boiler to reduce thermal losses. 



*Without soiled or clean side dish tables. 

█  Patented I.R.S. Distribution System…
    All recirculated water systems are “pumpless” 
      and integrated into the tank module.
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Model 
Number

Number & Type of Tank Modules
Total Tank 
Length*

Wash Tank 
Capacity

Racks per Hour

QX-PRO Double [Wash] 40” 23.6 gallons 198

QX-BRO-BD Single [Wash] 50” 28.5 gallons 198

QX-PRO-HDR Single [Wash], w/Pre-Wash 64” 23.6 gallons 198
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█   Stainless Steel Dual-Pawl Drive… 
    Designed to eliminate jams 
      and protect the conveyor drive!

BLAKESLEE QX-PRO FLIGHT TYPE DISHWASHERS
WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH...
The Blakeslee rack conveyor dishwashers are the ideal answer for demanding customers such as restaurants, canteens, schools, hospitals, hotels of any size, cruise-liners, caterers and airports.
Models equipped with reinforced double rinse on an independent module. Wash and rinse areas are completely separated, this avoids any interference between detergent and rinse aid, increasing its 
effectiveness and achieving a consequent reduction in consumption. The wider distance between the pre-rinse arms also avoids the contamination in the rinse zone.

Thanks to the renewed double rinsing system, we achieved a radical reduction of water consumption down to less than one liter per basket: far below the best market standards. This result, besides the minimi-
zation of environmental impact, will allow significant savings on chemicals and electricity bills. 

FEATURES
• Double rinse system granting high efficiency with low consumption
• Self-cleaning vertical wash pump, protected from electrical overloads.
• Two speed traction system with built-in clutch preventing derailment.
• Removable Stainless steel washing and rinsing arms for easier cleaning operation.
• Stainless steel surface filters on every tank, easily removable without
   detaching washing arms, to keep the water clean and free from soil and debris.
• Radial wash tank sloped to help emptying
• Economizers to allow operation only when the rack is detected on
   that specific area, avoiding any waste of water and energy.
• Pressure reducer, to stabilize the water pressure and grant an optimal final rinse.
• Available with blower dryer and blower dryer + heat recovery options.

New efficiency goals are met with the rack  
conveyors dishwashers from our RX line.  
Very user-friendly and intuitive, they are  
extremely functional both in the washing  
process and for daily cleaning and  
maintenance operations.

Its control panel and the easy-access to the machine’s 
functions are the main advantages which make of our 
range a quality and efficiency  benchmark in the sector 
of high-end commercial dishwashers.

█   Low voltage, electronic soft 
       touch panel with IPX5 security level.
       User-friendly and easy-to-clean

█   Autotimer switching off the rack 
conveyor motor and all electrical options 
after a pre-set lapse of inactivity    

█  DRAIN PUMP    
      Break Tank safety system to fill tank and    
      prevent backflow contamination.



Blakeslee invented the first commercial dishwashers, so it is no surprise that we lead the industry 
with rack dish machine designs that are more durable, energy and water efficient, easier to use 
and just more productive by design! 

BLAKESLEE DURABILITY…
Blakeslee dishwashers are designed and manufactured in America’s Heartland to the highest performance and 
reliability standards, with the best materials available, by skilled craftsmen proud 
of our heritage of innovation and quality! 
Compare these standard construction features:

•  A patented Integrated Recirculating System [I.R.S.] eliminates 
    external pumps, risers and plumbing, and the maintenance that comes with them.
•  We manufacture our own self-draining stainless steel one-piece 
    pump-manifolds, with stainless impellers.
•  One piece welded spray pipes and spray boxes won’t clog or need replacement
•  An all stainless steel main frame provides tank stability and extra strength.
•  The maintenance-free all-stainless dual pawl drive is designed to resist any jam, without damage.
•  Slide-out, heavy-duty sectional scrap screens cover each tank.

BLAKESLEE EFFICIENCY…
•  Optional energy savings controls automatically stops pump when machine is not in use.
•  “Economizer” rack sensor system reduces rinse water usage
•   When steam is available, steam injection or steam coil heated models 
    can be specified to reduce water-heating costs.

BLAKESLEE PERFORMANCE…
Dishmachines need to clean and sanitize all dishes and glassware, while handling peak load 
requirements. Blakeslee rack-type dishwashers outperform competitive models, with:
•  Upper spray pipes and lower “Sani-Stream” spray boxes deliver 
    torrential spray volume and complete coverage, for more 
    effective cleaning action

       
Safety and better working conditions are key to employee efficiency and reducing staff turnover. 
Blakeslee Rack-Type Dish-washers are easier to load, unload, clean and maintain.
•  Our lower 57½” overall unit height doesn’t block the view and is easier to clean. 
•  30” wide doors provide easy access for tank cleaning
•  Upper spray manifolds and lower spray boxes are easy to remove for cleaning.
•  Safety cut-off switches are provided on all doors.
•  Stainless steel Control Panel Enclosure is mounted at eye-level, above unit.

One piece lower spray box and upper manifolds have no loose parts and are easy to remove 
for cleaning.

Top and bottom mounted water jets provide torrential cleaning & rinse action.

All stainless steel frame construction for durability and bolt-on stainless legs for 
installation flexibility.
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Don’t buy new, restore your old flatware for just pennies. Blakeslee SilverSaver™ Burnishers can revitalize and restore your old stainless steel flatware, hollow ware or silverware to a 
brighter, polished luster. Blakeslee Burnishers are simple to use, quiet to operate and built to last.
 
BLAKESLEE MEANS DURABILITY
•  Skirt and covers are corrosion proof high strength ABS plastic or durable stainless steel, on the BB-1224 Model.
•  The polishing tub is 11-gauge steel, with a polyurethane lining.
•  Polishing compound tank is molded plastic.
 
BLAKESLEE MEANS PERFORMANCE
•  Typical burnishing cycle is less than 10 minutes.
•  Our lightweight porcelain-ceramic burnishing media won’t rust, damage 
    hollow ware or mar fine silver.
•  Our ceramic media and burnisher design makes them quieter to operate 
    [less than 85 decibels].
 
BLAKESLEE MEANS EASY TO USE
•  Open top design for fast and easy loading.
•  Our ceramic media is 1/3 the weight of steel balls.
•  BB-914 and BB-2016 Models have 3” heavy-duty swivel casters, for easy 
    movement and storage when not in use. 
 
BLAKESLEE MEANS MORE CHOICES
•  Your choice on capacity with three open top,  easy-loading models.
•  Your choice of mobile or stationary designs.
•  Your choice of ABS plastic or stainless steel exterior skirting.
•   All models operate on 110-Volt or 220-Volt power and come with a 6-foots power cord andpluf plug.
•  All models come with ceramic burnishing media and one month’s supply of polishing compound.

Model Number Flatware Capacity Motor Compound Tank

BB-914 1-gross/12 Dozen 3/4 HP 1 Gallon

BB-2016 4-gross/48 Dozen 1 HP 2 Gallons

BB-1224 4-gross/48 Dozen 1-1/2 HP 2 Gallons

Blakeslee Burnisher Model & Capacity Guide Blakeslee SilverSaver™ Burnishing Supplies

Description Quantity / Size Part Number

Porcelain-Ceramic 
Burnishing Media

8 each x 5-pound boxes 18021

Porcelain-Ceramic 
Burnishing Media

1 each x 40-pound box 18026

Polishing Compound 4 each x 1-gallon bottles* 18020
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Planetary Mixers
Model B-20: 20-Quart (Bench) Mixer 
Model U-20: 20-Quart (Counter-Mounted) Mixer
Model F-20: 20-Quart (Floor) Mixer
Model F-30: 30-Quart (Floor) Mixer
Model DD-40: 40-Quart (Floor) Mixer 
Model DD-60: 60-Quart (Floor) Mixer
Model DD-80: 80-Quart (Floor) Mixer

Blakeslee planetary mixers are legendary for their simplicity, durability, 
long life and superior mixing performance. They are designed to be safe, 
easy to use and capable of a broad range of bakery and food mixing 
applications, and even more, when 
equipped with any of the available attachments and mixer options. 
Put a Blakeslee mixer to work in YOUR kitchen! 

Blakeslee’s Legendary Durability
Each Blakeslee mixer is hand crafted, 
assembled, Painted Cast Aluminum (CA),  
or Stainless Steel (SS). Tested to ensure  
out-of-the-box performance and a lifetime of hard work.

•  Automotive-type wide-face gear drive ensures long life
•  Heavy-duty ball bearings and clutch for years of trouble-free operation
•  Transmission and all gears are life-time protected with synthetic lubricant
•  Powerful ventilated induction motor mounted in drip-proof housing
•  Heavy duty stainless steel mixing bowl resists hard use and abuse
•  ON-OFF buttons are NEMA 4 rated

Blakeslee Mixer Performance…
Blakeslee planetary mixing action assures faster, more uniform mixing and 
blending.

•  Two, three or four-speed transmission, depending on model and mixing  
    applications
•  Mixer RPM speeds are preset for optimum mixing action 
    and product results
•  Front mounted power takeoff is easy to use and provides additional 
     food prep versatility
•  Electromechanical interlock prevents shifting gears/speed while mixer 
     is operating

█    Hinged, lift-up wire form 
      bowl guard for operator safety

Model U-20
Mobile  20-Quart 

Cart-Mounted Mixer

Model F-30 
30-Quart 

Floor Mixer

█  Solid stainless steel bowl guard hinges 
      open to remove mixer attachments 

█  Hardened automotive-type 
wide-face gears, heavy-duty bearings 
& clutch, protected by lifetime 
synthetic lubricant

█   Simple ON-OFF buttons, 
15-minute adjustable timer & 
speed shift controls 

█  20 & 30 Quart Models have  
spring-assisted handle to raise 
and lower the mixing bowl

█   20 & 30 Quart Models come standard 
with Bowl, Batter Beater and Whip
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Every Blakeslee Mixer comes with a No. 12 
PTO that can power accessories like the 9” 
vegetable slicer shown.”

█    Hinged, lift-up wire form bowl guard for operator safety
█    Handy table-top-mounted mixer posts keep attachments handy

Blakeslee Mixers Are Easy To Use
Easy to use and easy to clean, Blakeslee mixers are easy to LOVE!

•  Start-Stop buttons, timer & transmission shift lever standard
•  Adjustable 15-minute timer automatically shuts off the mixer
•  Mixing bowl is raised by spring assisted handle [20 & 30 Quart] for a
    smooth action crank. On the 40-80 models, mixing bowl automatically
    locks in the UP or DOWN position.
•   Hard enamel painted cast aluminum finishes are easy to clean
•  Solid stainless steel bowl safety guards double as splash shields
•  20 quart cart-mounted model lets you take mixer where it is needed

www.blakesleeinc.com 



Model DD-80
80-Quart 

Floor Mixer

█  Universal power takeoff on all models 
     can operate slicers, grinders & shredders

█ Most 40-80 Quart Models come   
    standard with Bowl, Beater,  
    Whip and Dough Hook 

█ 40-80 Quart Models have 
     a simple hand crank to raise 
     and lower the mixing bowl

█ Wire cage stainless steel bowl 
guard hinges open

Model DD-80V 
80-Quart 

Floor Mixer

DD-60V and DD-80V Features
Blakeslee ElectroShift Speed Controls, which are available 
on 60-Quart and 80-Quart “V” Models. ElectroShift  
Speed Controls:

•  Eliminate the balky mechanical speed gearshift handl
•  Have a simple dial to set the mixer speed.
•  Allow the operator to change mixer speed at any time, with  

Shift-on-Demand!
•  Have four factory pre-set mixer speeds:
 - First Speed = 65 RPM
 - Second Speed = 120 RPM
 - Third Speed = 200 RPM
 - Fourth Speed = 310 RPM
•  Provide a five-second gradual speedup to set speed, which reduces 

splatter and cleanup
•  Allow factory-preset of special (custom) mixing speeds

Additional Owner/Operator  
Benefits Include:
•  Powerful 3-horsepower Vector-Drive Motor can handle heavy mixing 

loads.
•  A motor overload protects mixer attachments and the drive system 

from potential damage.
•  Easy access to motor overload RESET on back of mixer column.
•  Transmission is permanently  

lubricated with oil.
•  Powder coat NSF approved  

enamel finish.

Prison Package Includes:
• Tamperproof screws.
• Lockable controls.
• Tamper resistant knobs and handles.

Warranty:
•  One (1) year parts and labor  

warranty against manufacturing defects available.

█ 4-speed or 2-speed 
    (Pizza Dough) transmission 
    shift handle with neutral
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Blakeslee Mixers Are Safe To Use
Employee safety is a top priority and Blakeslee mixers are provided with:

•   Wire cage, full parameter bowl guards that are standard on all models
•  Motor can not be started when speed 
    selector is in neutral
•  Safety interlock stops mixer if the speed 
    selector lever is moved

Blakeslee = More Mixer Choices. Get the mixer that is perfect for your  
applications, with choice of:

•  Size: 20, 30, 40, 60, or 80 quart mixers;
•  Configuration: Bench Mounted, Floor or 
    Mobile Cart Mounted [20 Quart Models]
•  Transmission Speeds: 2, 3 or 4-speed, 
    depending on size and model;
•   Finish: Painted Cast Aluminum (CA),  

or Stainless Steel (SS). 
•  Motor Horsepower: on 60 & 80 Quart Models (See Performance Guide)
•  Pizza Dough Models: 60 & 80 Quart 
    Models (See Performance Guide)
•  Attachments: Vegetable slicers, meat 
    choppers, cheese shredders  (See Accessory Ordering Guide)

Power Take-Off Driven Accessories Expand Blakeslee 
Mixer Capabilities
Every Blakeslee Planetary Mixer comes standard with a front mounted No. 
12 power takeoff (PTO) that can be used with an auxiliary:

•  9’’ Vegetable Slicer with hopper front
•  9’’ Cheese Shredder Attachment
•  Food & Meat Grinder/Chopper
•  Choice of grater, shredder 
    and chopper plates



Mixer Models & Performance Guide:

Model Number
Description

/Type
Bowl Capacity Transmission Motor Horsepower

B-20-CA/SS 20 Quart - Bench Mounted 12 & 20* 3-speed 1/2 HP

F-20-CA/SS 20 Quart – Floor Model 12 & 20* 3-speed 1/2 HP

U-20-CA/SS 20 Quart – Cart Mounted 12 & 20* 3-speed 1/2 HP

F-30-CA/SS 30 Quart – Floor Model 20 & 30* 3-speed 3/4 HP

DD-40 40 Quart – Floor Model 40* 2 or 4-speed 1-1/2 HP

DD-40-SS 40 Quart – Floor Model 40* 2 or 4-speed 1-1/2 HP

DD-60V 60 Quart – Floor Model 30, 40 & 60* 4-speed 3 HP

DD-60VSS 60 Quart – Floor Model 30, 40 & 60* 4-speed 3 HP

DD-60PM [Pizza] 60 Quart – Floor Model 30, 40 & 60* 2-speed 3 HP

DD-80V 80 Quart – Floor Model 30, 40, 60 & 80* 4-speed 3 HP

DD-80VSS 80 Quart – Floor Model 30, 40, 60 & 80* 4-speed 3 HP

DD-80PM [Pizza] 80 Quart – Floor Model 30, 40, 60 & 80* 2-speed 3 HP

Model Suffix:   CA = Painted Cast Aluminum;  SS = Deluxe Polished Aluminum (20-30 quart) or Deluxe Polished Stainless Steel (40-80 quart)
* Standard Bowl shipped with unit.

Accessory/Model 20 Quart 30 Quart 40 Quart 60 Quart 80 Quart

Smaller Bowls 12 Qt. 20 Quart 20 & 30 Quart 30 & 40 Quart 30, 40 & 60 Qt.

Bowl Adaptor Not Req. Not Req. Not Req. Required Required

Batter Beater Std Std Std Std Std

Stainless Batter Beater Option Option Option Option Option

Wire Whip Std Std Std Std [Except PM] Std [Except PM]

Dough Hook (H) Option Option Std Option Option

Spiral Dough Hook NA NA NA Std Std

Sweet Dough Beater Option Option Option Option Option

Pastry Knife Option Option NA NA NA

Stainless Pastry Knife Option Option Option Option Option

Stainless Wing Whip Option Option Option Option Option

Bowl Truck NA Option Option Option Option

Bowl Extension Ring Option Option Option Option Option

Power Bowl Lift NA NA NA Option Option

Stainless Splash Cover Option Option Option Option Option

Strainer & Colander Option Option NA NA NA

Accessories Make Blakeslee Mixers Even More Versatile & Easy To Use!

* Contact Factory for additional options and custom order models.
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Model Suffix:   CA = Painted Cast Aluminum;  SS = Deluxe Polished Aluminum (20-30 quart) or Deluxe Polished Stainless Steel (40-80 quart)
* Standard Bowl shipped with unit.
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Blakeslee potato and vegetable peelers can make short work of peeling hun-
dreds, even tons of potatoes and other root vegetables. Get perfectly peeled 
and washed potatoes or root vegetables in just 1-3 minutes.

Blakeslee Means Durability

•  All corrosion-resistant stainless steel, aluminum and polystyrene 
    construction.
•  A deluxe, heavy-duty stainless steel peel strainer basket is standard.
•  Cast aluminum long life abrasive peeling disk is standard.
•  Motor and drive are sealed off from wet zones.
•  Heavy cast aluminum discharge door.

Blakeslee Means Performance

•  From 15 to 60 pound batch capacity [See Model Guide].
•  Only 1-3 minutes processing time per batch.
•  Trough in discharge chute returns water to peeler.

Blakeslee Means Flexibility

•  Stainless steel adjustable legs on all XC-Models.

Blakeslee Means Safety & Ease of Use

•  Discharge chute door can be positioned to empty directly into a sink and is 
self-closing when released.
•  A splash-proof 5-minute timer you can set and walk away. 
•  Light weight polystyrene top is removable and easy to clean.
•  Peeling chamber is adjustable to ensure peel strainer basket and product 
discharge chute are positioned for easy access.

Potato & Vegetable Peeler

Model Peeler Type Capacity Motor

S-15-T Sink Type Single Phase with Timer 15-20 lbs. 1/3 HP

XC-15-T Floor Type Single Phase with Timer 15-20 lbs. 1/3 HP

XC-30-T Floor Type Single Phase with Timer 30-33 lbs. 3/4 HP

XC-30 Floor Type Triple Phase without Timer 30-33 lbs. 3/4 HP

XC-60-T Floor Type Single Phase with Timer 50-60 lbs. 1 HP

XC-60 Floor Type Triple Phase without Timer 50-60 lbs. 1 HP

 

Blakeslee Means More Choices

•  Your choice of table top or floor models.
•  Your choice of three sizes/capacities.
•  Available for 115-volt or 208/240-volt, 1-phase operation or 3-phase, without timer.
•  S-15-T Bench Model comes with 6’ power cord and plug.
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